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An enjoyable film which showed the issues of black segregation at the time but in a fairly light hearted way. I liked the
interaction between the two characters.
I was pleasantly surprised by the light and humorous way that a sensitive subject was treated without diluting the message.
Great performances by the leading actors as well.
Although I’d seen this film before....it was well worth watching again. Very good. Also thanks to all for a celebration before
the film to commemorate our happy movie fans club.
Excellent. Lovely scenes of America in the 60's, especially the cars. Nice to have a happy ending!
An excellent film, very convincing and gave one an insight into the racial discrimination of the USA in that time.
We knew how it was going to end up, but interesting how it got there. It shows the tremendous institutionalised prejudice in
the South & asks whether it really has changed.
One of the best films the club has shown. I really enjoyed it.
We both really enjoyed this - great acting and story-telling. Amazing that the Community Cinema Club has kept going for 9
years. Many thanks to the committee who have worked so hard to keep the club thriving and all those who have contributed
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to providing us with such a quality programme of films, Close Up sessions, and social events.
The development of the relationship between the men well told. The portrayal of the segregation in the Deep South sad and
horrific. Hard to believe it was so recent. (Not fully resolved yet). Told with great sensitivity. Periods of great humour and
warm heartedness.
It was Very Good!
One of the best!
I was not expecting it to be so light hearted although the issues that were raised were serious.
Very good. Really enjoyed it.
We enjoyed the film. Good mix of dark and serious race issues contrasted by humour and a happy ending. Happy Birthday
cinema club.
Excellent – 2 hours went by quickly with the story line keeping tension up until the very end and we could hear the dialogue
for a change. Thanks for birthday treat also.
One of the best films the Cinema club has shown for ages. Made me laugh but I also thought that it addressed the hatred
that existed in the Southern States of the US in a more sensitive and less violent way than some other films. Had me
gripped until the final credits.
Balanced story with touches of humour.
True to life and powerful performances.
We both thought that this film was excellent. Thank you for showing it.
Well-structured road trip. You might argue it was formulaic, but the terrific central performances elevated it, and it was
undeniably heart-warming.
Very good - entertaining but yet thought-provoking. We thoroughly enjoyed the film; having had reservations beforehand.
Brilliant film and one that will not be forgotten. A very interesting storyline and well acted. The fact that it was based on real
events made it even more compelling and the music throughout was really great. Thanks for showing it and congratulations
to the Club on its 9th. Birthday.
Excellent!
Wonderfully acted film that gently portrayed a hard-hitting message. Loved it!
Thank you for showing Green Book. Brilliant film in every way and touching every emotion, from laughing out loud to a huge
sense of sadness. I have found myself mulling over several aspects of the film since Thursday, for me the sign of a very
good/great film.
Rather formulaic and a predictable outcome, but addressed some interesting topics. A good choice.
Very good.

